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How Many More Blows Can This Aging Business Cycle Take? 

 
 
   It is remarkable how President Trump seems impervious to the delicate state of an 
economic expansion that is clearly long in the tooth. After more than a 10-year 
marathon run, this economy is clearly showing cracks and strains. Some of this is 
due to normal cyclical factors, such as the build-up in household and corporate debt.  
Another is that after a decade of shopping, consumer demand is gradually being 
satiated.  But other factors have also weighed heavily on the economy, such as 
supply chain disruptions and higher import duties.   
 
The cumulative impact is palpable. It feels like this economy is swimming through 
peanut butter. Manufacturing, after all, is in recession. Business capital spending has 
been in decline. The pace of hiring has slowed and consumer confidence is starting 
to wobble.   
 
So the last thing this economy needs now are new threats by Trump to slap on more 
tariffs in the future, since that will further depress business activity and global trade. 
 
 Nevertheless, at the NATO fathering in London, the President did just that. He 
warned a “phase one” trade deal with China might not be struck until after the 2020 
presidential elections.  Worse, Trump then followed up by saying he no longer seeks 
an “even trade deal” with China. That means forget about any effort to achieve a 
face-saving trade agreement for both countries. By pointing to years where China has 
gotten away with violating trade laws, Trump is purposely looking for a deal that 
would be perceived as disproportionately favoring the US.   Little wonder Trump 
hinted that his relationship with Xi Jinping has deteriorated:  “He doesn’t like me as 
much anymore.”  (…You think?) 
 
 



 
 
Nor did Trump care about the Dow’s 400 point plunge when he threw cold water on 
a trade pact anytime soon.  After more than two years of tweets on how the stock 
market’s surge is a vindication of his policies, Trump simply waved off the latest 
sharp drop as being meaningless, effectively throwing many investors under the bus.  
“I don't watch the stock market."   
  
So here we are, less than a year away from the 2020 election and the Trump 
Administration is threatening a new round of tariffs against China, France, 
Argentina, Brazil, Austria, Germany, Italy, Turkey…to name a few.   
 
Given all these impediments to growth, one has to wonder how much longer this 
aging business cycle can last?    
 
 We are now approaching a pivotal moment in the business cycle. Politics has 
excessively permeated the performance of the economy and financial markets --- and 
history has shown this does not usually result to a good outcome.  Quick illustration:  
I was out for drinks recently with the CEO of a major supply chain company. After a 
few beers this Republican supporter could no longer hide his exasperation with the 
Trump Administration's strategy on trade.  
 
 “I can’t plan for crazy––and this is crazy!”   
 
   That sentiment is shared by many other business leaders, based on our own 
communications with clients. They fear the Trump Administration is oblivious about 
the fragile state of this record-long business cycle. No wonder corporate decision 
makers are questioning whether this economic expansion is on its last legs.  After all, 
how many more blows can it take?   
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